The Peer Learning EXPERIENCE® is an innovative online learning solution for any academic user of Dassault Systèmes' 3DEXPERIENCE® platform, connecting educators and students in secondary and higher education within a cloud-based workspace to experience cutting-edge practices in Engineering, Design, and Project Management. The Peer Learning EXPERIENCE immerses participants together with peers in an interactive journey along learning paths and reproduces classroom-style co-learning techniques. Learning sequences and modules are co-developed by an international community of educators working in expert committees. Educators now have a powerful means to enrich their teaching with engaging in-class and home-based activities that realistically reflect up-to-date industry methods.
THE PEER LEARNING EXPERIENCE JOURNEY

Flexible, complementary resources to enhance the learning experience

The Peer Learning EXPERIENCE provides various ways for educators to enhance their courses by selecting specific learning segments or complete story-based paths.

Sparking learner curiosity

By putting learning activities into context within broader stories, the Peer Learning EXPERIENCE encourages and facilitates active learning, self-direction, and flip learning.

Seamless learning experience

When learners engage in a learning path, all the methods and knowledge required to advance are conveniently provided, making progress go smoothly and encouraging further activities. An additional boost in knowledge construction comes by connecting peer learners across the globe.

STATE-OF-THE-ART ELEARNING

The courses available integrate real-world industrial methods, best practices, and the required theoretical content, leveraging the power of Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform and continuous enrichment by an international group of educators.

HIGHLIGHTS

• A free online learning solution available anywhere, anytime, for any academic user of Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform
• Unique collaborative engineering instruction from a global community of educators
• Learning modules that can be easily implemented in curricula (lectures, collaborative project, etc.)
• A solution tailored to the needs of both educators and students, encompassing theoretical and industry methods
• Ideal for deploying co-learning across geographies

MAIN BENEFITS:

• Access to free online courses
• All knowledge you need is available
• Learn What/When/Where you want
• Have social interactions to learn efficiently

Learn more: academy.3ds.com/learn-online